In light of what is happening, we Muslims ALL need to act in an educated professional manner and demonstrate more
unity, to demonstrate the amazing caring, sincere character of the Prophet Muhammad SAWS. ***No violence, not
hreats, but simple Dawaah to everyone...!
One of the rights that the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) has over us – especially in these days
when his noble character is subjected to lies and distortions – is that we should mention some of his noble
characteristics and praiseworthy qualities, so that the world might know that his is one of the greatest and purest of
characters.
(Islam Q&A Fatwa: 71184)
Please watch the video, it’s an obligation on you as many have facebook accounts , please copy and paste this video
below on your walls, so that your Non-Muslims can learn more about the Prophet pbuh.
Further, if you can quickly start from 2Mins and 24seconds, you will see what Karen Armstrong (a British author and
commentator who is the author of twelve books on comparative religion) states about Muhammad SAWS PBUH, and I
quote :
"He faced a hopeless situation...In a space of 23years,he brought peace and new hope to Arabia, he gave them hope,
single handadly, and a new beacon for the World"
Secondly, we have Michael Wolfe too who makes a comment from 3mins and 20seconds into the video, and he states
about Muhammad SAWS pbuh as :
"Muslims have a comm on bond. They all look to him. This is the source (ie from Muhammad pbuh), of how to behave,
of how to be a constructive citizen, of how to be a good parent, of how to be a good child, of how to seek knowledge
and truth. These are values that are expressed most clearly to Muslims in the story from Muhammad"
Click on the video here, to see it all !! AND MUST share this video on our walls please, to show the WORLD about the
best example to mankind,..the amazing, Prophet Muhammad SAWS pbuh :

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_84NHv839s
Finally, In response to the abusive film about the Holy Prophet Muhammad upon him blessings and peace, “Discover
Islam UK” in London distributed more than 110,000 copies of a translation of the Qur’an And the life of the Prophet
Mohammed for the citizens of London .
Very smart response. May Allah bless them with the support of His beloved and religion.

